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1. Introduction to Matrixchange
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All the current mainstream exchanges are centralized, which is contrary to the decentralization of Block chain technology. The crypto industry is shifting to
make larger space for centralized exchanges, and https//:Matrixchange.eu is competing itself to make pioneer in crypto space.
As distributed ledger technology evolves, centralized exchanges, regulators and governments need to do more to protect investors from the risk of theft and
losing funds. MATRIXCHANGE eliminates the inherent problem with centralized exchanges, namely security vulnerabilities, centralized control of digital assets
by the users itself having full censorship.
Matrixchange is the world's first trading platform for trading tokenized projects.After a thorough examination by our independent experts, various utility
tokens can be traded. This offers users a high degree of transparency and security through the block chain technology used. By end of 2022 we expect a listing
of about 20 tokens on our MATRIXCHANGE.
Also Matrixchange exchange offers a large number of trading Pairs for Coins and Tokens, the list of which will be constantly expanded, providing the necessary
crypto currency pairs will be enabled in future as on demands. At the moment, Matrixchange works with the main fiat currency EURO, as well as the most
attractive crypto currencies from the TOP-10: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Ripple, Dash, USDT, Monero etc. trade on the Matrixchange platform by having low
transaction fees, high security, self-controlled digital assets
Our company has incorporated and licensed in Estonia. In United Kirngdom we have our support office for a transparent reporting system in the concept of the
platform of the future. Our clients will have a detailed statement of all the operations performed. We will provide full information about all transactions,
commissions and debits of funds from the user’s balance. These reports can be generated by clients at their own request in the corresponding section of the
personal dashboard of the user section for export the detail reports of their accounts .
Matrixchain OÜ (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) is a company incorporated and licensed in Estonia and operates the website www.Matrixchange.eu
(hereinafter referred to as “Site”) and related mobile applications (hereinafter referred to as the “Platforms”) to provide you digital assets- only transaction and
related services. By accepting these Terms of Use, you agree with and accept these Terms and all policies published on this website.
IF YOU DO NOT ACCEPT THESE TERMS OF USE, DO NOT ACCESS THIS SITE AND DO NOT USE ANY OF MATRIXCHANGE’S SERVICES, PRODUCTS AND CONTENT.

2. Matrixchange ECO system & architecture
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MATRIXCHANGE does not touch or hold traders’ fiat money. As a guarantor of a transaction, MATRIXCHANGE holds 0% of sellers crypto currencies in 100%
safe TRUE multi-signature hardware (cold) storage and deposits it into the buyers’ account immediately following payment confirmation. IBAN and FIAT
Integration in MATRIXCHANGE is partnered up with several financial institutions and, with the help of it users can buying crypto currencies through their own
Bank Account made very simple in MATRIXCHANGE, we are coordinating closer integration between existing electronic money institutions, offering IBAN
functionality for our clients.
MATRIXCHANGE will be in a position to offer synthetic IBAN accounts in currencies via its strategic third party partners. The technical implementation is done
and tested via API, essentially offering full IBAN functionality to clients of MATRIXCHANGE that are EU residents and have passed third party verification. We
offer our clients very high level security for their digital assest holding in our platform.
Where multi level security enables you to protect your fund from bad guys always. Client can buy/sell/trade crypto- currencies against fiat to crypto , crypto
to fiat hassle free with minimum fee applicable Withdrawal fees are standard across the industry in order to cover the cost of transactions on the blockchain,
not for profit.
Users can enter the exchange with fiat money or crypto currencies and exchange them into crypto currencies and can fiat withdrawal process through peer to
peer model , P2P exchange is secure because it doesn’t store the fiat or crypto for its users. It just makes the sellers and buyers meet. This minimizes the
counterparty risk. For deposits we don’t charge any fee.
Matrixchain OÜ(hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) is a company incorporated and licensed in Estonia and operates the website
www.Matrixchange.eu (hereinafter referred to as “Site”) and related mobile applications (hereinafter referred to as the “Platforms”) to provide you digital
assets- only transaction and related services. By accepting these Terms of Use, you agree with and accept these Terms and all policies published on this
website.

2.1. Matrixchange ECO system & architecture
we offer our clients the best security levels always like:
Security of data transmission is provided by two factors;
*Using SSL as the main layer for data transfer;
* Application of http/2 technology on the server side increases not only performance, but also a level of security;
* We use only complex keys for internal data transfer, the whole transfer within the infrastructure is carried out with using RSA encryption;

Security of Logging In is provided by two levels of verification:
*Verification of user data by authorisation
Signature is a HMAC-SHA256 encoded message containing customer ID and API key.
Use SSL/TLS encryption for all data transfers to and from platform users;

* Use REAL cold storage for crypto-assets and never hold or transfer any users’ fiat money funds;
* Use Multi-signature wallets; * Use SMS validations, encrypted backups and a damage recovery plan;
* Use 2FA authentication with a settings lock; an effective safety tool preventing corruption of the user’s;
*To ensure the highest possible level of security for our clients, we addressed the issue of improving the quality of data storage.
For this purpose, we are developing a combined semi decentralized system with our robust server syncing system.
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3. Organigram
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4. Roadmap
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Q1 2019
Idea shaping, awareness of the problem and solution in crypto - COMPLETED MPV (mock project visualisation) development - COMPLETED April 27, 2019 Public release of Beta COMPLETED IN ADVANCE

Q3 2019
Private and public beta testing

Q4 2019
Security, UI and support infrastructure development

Q1 2020
Launch: Initial version of the Matrixchange exchange platform is 95% developed and tested. The Beta Launch P2P for all users version is available to the
public. It supports all countries.
Crypto currencies (BTC, ETH, LTC, XRP, USDT,MONERO,DASH,LIO) with base market of ECpay market ,payment methods like fiat and crypto are integrated in beta phase. Many more
crypto currencies and payment methods will be supported and added each upcoming phases month after the beta launch.

Q4 2020
Sale of the Plattform Euro-BTC to MATRIXCHANGE OÜ. changing the name to „MATRIXCHANGE“
Introduction „Token Market“ into the Plattform, starts with 3 tookens, Naos, Qubic and evoToken.
The additional services from the Unlimited Scalability section will be steadily developed and provided during 2020/21. The mobile version of the platform will be available at the
February of 2023.
iOS and Android application will be in the market by march with full functionality

Q2 2022
Relaunch of Matrixchange.eu Trading Plattform with new features and new listed Tokens as well as new functions and security features. All cryptos can be tradet directly to Fiat or
crypto form Q2/2022

Trade on the go:
Take MATRIXCHANGE everywhere you go with our apps. you can Download on the App Store and also Get it on Google Play. The need to have improved safeguards is critical. There is
much diversity in the solutions offered, from smart wallets to safer contracts. However, when it comes to security, there needs to be an overarching philosophy around conducting
crypto-transactions.

4. Roadmap
Q2 2022
Relaunch of Matrixchange.eu Trading Plattform with new features and new listed Tokens as well as new functions and security features. All cryptos can be tradet directly to Fiat or
crypto form Q2/2022

Q3 2022
Introducing the Librum Coin and the LibrumChain Blockchain at Matrixchange as THE leading blockchain for tokenization and NFTs

Q4 2022
launch of a platform for trading NFTs
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5. Security & privacy measures
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The need to have improved safeguards is critical. There is much diversity in the solutions offered, from smart wallets to safer contracts. However, when it
comes to security, there needs to be an overarching philosophy around conducting crypto-transactions. We have formed internal security and risk procedures
and standards to monitor and respond to any suspicious trading activities on the MATRIXCHANGE exchange. We have built a set of internal controls and a
real-time alert system to monitor fund transfers within the Crypto currencies and Token Vault ecosystem. Before the sign up process we recommend our
clients to read the terms of MATRIXCHANGE and complete the kyc process to know our customer https://www.MATRIXCHANGE.eu/terms.
Increased security has played a critical role in the cryptocurrency space in 2012. The current state of the market has dictated a stronger need for more secure
transactions. An increase in market surveillance is imminent, and businesses that understand the importance of security will win in the future .It’s critical to
find the right solutions when it comes to crypto currency security. With a rise in theft and increased volatility in the market, entities must be able to transact
with ease.
Whether it is secure wallets or crypto-custodians, it’s important to work within a robust security framework. Companies, traders, and crypto-enthusiasts ,we
MATRIXCHANGE are also working with leading firms to design secure web apps that secure the blockchain and crypto assest safe guard for our clients.
Fraudsters are kept at bay, or in this case away from ' MATRIXCHANGE crypto and token exchange.
Our team seriously approached the issue of safe storage and data backup, ensuring the maximum level of protection of transmitted data.

Security of data transmission is provided by two factors: * Using SSL as the main layer for data transfer; * Application of http/2 technology on the server side
increases not only performance, but also a level of security. * We use only complex keys for internal data transfer, the whole transfer within the
infrastructure is carried out with using RSA encryption Security of Logging In is provided by two levels of verification:
* Verification of user data by authorisation Signature is a HMAC-SHA256 encoded message containing customer ID and API key. *To ensure the highest
possible level of security for our clients, we addressed the issue of improving the quality of data storage. For this purpose, we are developing a combined
semi decentralised system with our robust server syncing system.

6. KYC/AML complaints
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ID verification will be implemented to comply with KYC (Know-Your-Customer) and AML (Anti-Money-Laundering) policies. This level of secure user
identification allows MATRIXCHANGE to provide users with checked and verified counter-parties to prevent scams and illegal activities.
Personal data will be protected with the following procedures First of all, the platform will not store users’ IDs or photos in the server side. Instead, this
information will be locked in the separate and safest hardware storage of third party providers, which will not be connected to the internet.
Secondly, as stated above, no one employee or team member of MATRIXCHANGE will have access to personal information because of separation of access
between employees.
Thirdly, the described external layers of platform protection will keep all personal data safe and also go pass through
https://www.MATRIXCHANGE.exchange/terms before sign up. The Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter Terrorism Financing (CTF) policies are
designed to prevent money laundering and terrorism financing by meeting the European AML legislation standards, including the need to have adequate
systems and controls in place to eliminate or at least mitigate the risk of the firm being potentially used to facilitate illegal financial activities.
Internal AML Policy will set out the minimum standards, which must always be complied.
The cornerstone of the AML policy will be an appointment of an independent Counter Terrorism Financing and Money Laundering Officer (CTFMLO), with
strong experience in security, compliance and counter terrorism, who will have the responsibility of overseeing compliance with relevant legislation,
regulations, rules and maintaining a Risk Based Approach (RBA) towards monitoring and managing the money laundering and terrorist financing risks to
MATRIXCHANGE.

7. PEER-TO-PEER market model

01

MATRIXCHANGE P2P, a buyer and seller can buy and sell crypto’s for EURO directly with each other. Here’s how it works: When we started building
MATRIXCHANGE peer to peer market( P2P) it will be live when the beta phase is completed, we came across a few roadblocks and knew that we had to solve
them in order to ensure you have an amazing experience. We’ve tried to answer all the doubts that you may have regarding P2P.

Fluctuations are beyond our control, we needed to bring in a stable coin. Thanks to the amazing crypto ecosystem, there are plenty of stable coin options
available! Since we wanted to add the beta phase.

7.1. PEER-TO-PEER market model
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But will my funds be safe in MATRIXCHANGE P2P transfer?
Absolutely, yes! We’ve kept your fund security, and transaction legitimacy at the top of our priorities while building MATRIXCHANGE P2P! We’d promised that
MATRIXCHANGE P2P would be the safest and most legal way to cash in/cash out of crypto’s in EUROPE, and we’ll live up to our promise! But we understand
that it’s normal for you to have a few fears as your money is involved here.
How do I know if I’m dealing with a legitimate person?
We verify the KYC details through third party services of every user before allowing them to trade on MATRIXCHANGE , This ensures that we have legitimate
sellers and buyers on our platform — it’s all taken care of! Now we also wanted to answer some additional questions you might have because of the FUD
going around. MATRIXCHANGE P2P helps you Buy and Sell Crypto for Fiat directly with other Buyers & Sellers. It's 24x7, safe and absolutely legal! 2 simple
things you can do with MATRIXCHANGE P2P -Cash In - If you want to bring Fiat to trade crypto’s, Buy via P2P and then use that to buy other crypto’s on
MATRIXCHANGE! Cash Out.
Broadly, here's how MATRIXCHANGE P2P works MATRIXCHANGE matches the person looking to buy Crypto for Fiat with someone who’s looking to sell Crypto for Fiat MATRIXCHANGE escrows the Crypto for
safekeeping during the transaction Buyer transfers Fiat to the seller's bank account via BANK TRANSFER Seller confirms payment and MATRIXCHANGE
releases the Krypto to the buyer.
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8. Matrixchange codes
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Euro btc- code - is extremely simple and convenient tool for internal cash-transfers between our customers. These are designed for transfer of funds between
the users of the exchange market. The user can create an Matrix code in any available currency from their fund section and redeem it. created code for
activation can be sent to any customer of MATRIXCHANGE users, this functionality will not be live in beta phase of MATRIXCHANGE.

9. Matrixchange trading
Transactions are processed in a jiffy. The trading is very simple and elegant in MATRIXCHANGE where we ensure the customers not done any mistakes while
buying/selling/cancelling trades we enabled the pop up’s before every trade execution. Which is very simple to understand the trading system in
MATRIXCHANGE. Our platform gives our customers the opportunity to own digital asset with their bank account directly , through the Credit/Debit card
payment option, other digital currencies . customers will not find any difficulties in accessing their digital assest the user interface is simple, clean design and
different modes to operate for the customer convenience.
we have developing an application of MATRIXCHANGE exchange for iOS and Android. Our official app will be available in App Store after the beta version
changes to updated one - get immediate access to all MATRIXCHANGE functions in your mobile phones. We also would like to introduce this app as earliest as
in both iOS and Android.
For fewer days we don’t charge fees for trading / withdrawal for few alt-coins, later on comparatively we have the exchange flat fee of 1.00% for both
maker/taker it may vary upon situations.

10. Listing service
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We have a team that researches crypto currency projects and if a project catches our interest and meets our checklist of requirements, we'll reach out to the
project developers for further integration on our MATRIXCHANGE platform.
The coin will be integrated into the MATRIXCHANGE exchange if technically possible, as well as compliance with several conditions ,Listing is the procedure of
including a coin/token in the list of crypto assets admitted to trading .If you are the owner, developer or official representative of the coin, You can apply for a
listing on MATRIXCHANGE in a few minutes.
Why MATRIXCHANGE may refuse a listing? We value our reputation and will not support your project if you have: knowingly fraudulent coin, negative
reputation and/or low liquidity.
For coin developers:
You can email us all the details of your project to support@matrixchange.eu. Make sure to give us as much information as possible about your project. our
responses will not be delayed at any cost.
Project requirements:
What crypto project must have to apply for the listing? You can apply if your project has: website, clear and understandable Whitepaper with the idea, public
team, good reputation, open-source (preferable).When sending a request to add a coin to the exchange, you must provide the following data,
MATRIXCHANGE carries out careful control of compliance of projects with the conditions and requirements established by the exchange. After receiving your
application, we study White paper and public information about the team, analyse the state of social networks and the activity of the community. An
important step is to study the branch in a public un model source and source code.
— link to the official website of the coin; — link to the official git repository of your node; — link to bitcoin talk topic or another similar forum, or a link to
your own forum; —reference to the Explorer unit, which should function normally;
*Make sure your git repository containsthe technical guide to compileand configure thenode.

11. Instant support community

We are an international company operating in two continents(U.K
& Estonia). Communicating with our users and understanding their
interests, in other words, customer-orientation – is one of the
primary principle of our team’s activities.
We paid much attention to the questions of feedback and created
a multilingual client services department ensure the customer
problems are addressed on time and served with right attentions.
We provided a detailed description of each element of the system
necessary for the operation of the service. If in the knowledge
base you did not find the required information, or if you have any
questions, please contact our Customer Support 24 x 7 any time
.
For your attention is given to the knowledge base on using the
MATRIXCHANGE support platform and resolve all enquires timely.
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12. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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MATRIXCHAIN Group and its subsidiaries (collectively “Matrixchange”) are committed to protecting your privacy and providing you with a positive experience
on our websites and in using our products and services (“Solution” or “Solutions”). This Privacy Statement applies to MATRIXCHANGE websites and Solutions
that link to or reference this Statement and describes how we handle personal information and the choices available to you regarding collection, use, access,
and how to update and correct your personal information. Additional information on our personal information practices may be provided in offer
descriptions, supplemental privacy statements, or notices provided prior to or at the time of data collection.

Certain MATRIXCHANGE websites may have their own privacy statement that describes how we handle personal information for those websites specifically.
To the extent a notice provided at the time of collection or a website or Solution specific privacy statement conflict with this Privacy Statement, such specific
notice or supplemental privacy statement will control.
Collection of Your Personal Information: We may collect data, including personal information, about you as you use our websites and Solutions and interact
with us. “Personal information” is any information that can be used to identify an individual, and may include name, address, email address, phone number,
login information (account number, password), marketing preferences, social media account information, or payment card number.
If we link other data with your personal information, we will treat that linked data as personal information. We also collect personal information from trusted
third-party sources and engage third parties to collect personal information to assist us.We collect personal information for a variety of reasons, such as:
* Processing your order, including payment transactions
* Providing you with a newsletter subscription.
* Sending marketing communications.
* Creating an account.
* Enabling the use of certain features of our Solutions.
* Personalising your experience.
* Providing customer service.
* Managing a job application.

Collecting information during the testing admissions process when a computer-based certification test is administered to you.

12.1. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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Access to and Accuracy of Your Personal Information
We need your help in keeping your personal information accurate and up to date. We provide a number of options to access, correct, suppress, or delete your
personal information:
You can view or edit your https://Matrixchange.eu/ personal information and preferences online by using the https://matrixchange.eu/
Some MATRIXCHANGE entities may act as or be considered “data controllers”. When a MATRIXCHANGE entity is acting as a data controller, you can exercise
your rights of access and request corrections, suppression, or deactivations under applicable data protection laws directly with that MATRIXCHANGE entity as
described in the specific Solution documentation.
If you need additional assistance, or help with accessing, correcting, suppressing, or deleting your personal information, please feel free to contact us
directly. We make good faith efforts to honour reasonable requests to access, delete, update, suppress, or correct your data. We will respond to your request
within 30 days. If we are unable to honour your request, we will provide you with an explanation. Your Choices and Selecting Your Communication
Preferences. We give you the choice of receiving a variety of information related to our Solutions. You can manage your communication preferences through
the following methods:
By following the instructions included in each promotional email from us to unsubscribe from that particular mailing. By sending us a message through email
to support@matrixchange.eu or by mail to: Matrixchain OÜ, Harju maakond - Jõe tn 4c - Kesklinna linnaosa - 10151 Tallinn - Estonia Please be sure to
include your name, email address, and specific, relevant information about the material you no longer wish to receive.

For short message services (“SMS Services”), by replying “STOP”, “END”, or “QUIT” to the SMS text message you have received.
These choices do not apply to service notifications or other required communications that are considered part of certain Solutions, which you may receive
periodically unless you stop using or cancel the Solution in accordance with its terms and conditions. With your permission, we may also share your personal
information with MATRIXCHANGE business partners or vendors, so they may send you information about products or services that may be of interest to you.
To opt-out of this sharing with third parties for their marketing purposes.

12.2. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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By using our websites, Solutions, or otherwise providing personal information to us, you agree that we may communicate with you electronically regarding
security, privacy, and administrative issues relating to your use. For example, if we learn of a security system’s breach, we may attempt to notify you
electronically by posting a notice on our websites, by sending an email, or otherwise contacting you.
Sharing Your Personal Information We may share your personal information with third parties for the purposes of operating our business, delivering,
improving, and customising our Solutions, sending marketing and other communications related to our business, and for other legitimate purposes permitted
by applicable law or otherwise with your consent. We may share personal information in the following ways: Within MATRIXCHANGE and any of our
worldwide subsidiaries for purposes of data processing or storage.
With MATRIXCHANGE business partners or vendors, so that they may share information with you about their products or services. To opt-out of
MATRIXCHANGE sharing with third parties for their marketing purposes. With business partners, service vendors, authorised third-party agents, or
contractors to provide a requested Solution, service or transaction. Examples include, but are not limited to: processing of orders and credit card
transactions, hosting websites, hosting seminar registration, assisting with sales-related efforts or post-sales support, and providing customer support.
In connection with, or during negotiations of, any merger, sale of company assets, consolidation or restructuring, financing, or acquisition of all or a portion
of our business by or to another company. In response to a request for information by a competent authority if we believe disclosure is in accordance with, or
is otherwise required by, any applicable law, regulation or legal process.
With law enforcement officials, government authorities, or other third parties as necessary to comply with legal process or meet national security
requirements; protect the rights, property, or safety of MATRIXCHANGE, its business partners, you, or others; or as otherwise required by applicable law.In
aggregated, anonymised, and/or de-identified form which cannot reasonably be used to identify you. If we otherwise notify you and you consent to the
sharing.
Security of Your Personal Information .We intend to protect the personal information entrusted to us and treat it securely in accordance with this Privacy
Statement. MATRIXCHANGE implements physical, administrative, and technical safeguards designed to protect your personal information from unauthorised
access, use, or disclosure.

12.3. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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We also contractually require that our suppliers protect such information from unauthorised access, use, and disclosure. The Internet, however, cannot be
guaranteed to be 100% secure, and we cannot ensure or warrant the security of any personal information you provide to us. Retention of Personal
Information. We will retain your personal information as needed to fulfil the purposes for which it was collected. We will retain and use your personal
information as necessary to comply with our business requirements, legal obligations, resolve disputes, protect our assets, and enforce our agreements.
Use of Cookies and other Web Technologies:

Like many websites, MATRIXCHANGE uses automatic data collection tools, such as cookies, embedded web links, and web beacons. These tools collect certain
standard information that your browser sends to our website. Examples include your browser type and the address of the website from which you arrived at
our website. They may also collect information about:
Your Internet Protocol (IP) address:
This is a number automatically assigned to your computer or device whenever you connect to the Internet. It is a unique address assigned by your Internet
service provider or IT department on a TCP/IP network. Among other things, the IP address allows web servers to locate and identify your device.
Clickstream behaviour:
This includes, for example, the pages you view and the links you click. These tools help make your visit to our website easier, more efficient, and more
valuable by providing you with a customised experience and recognising you when you return.
Learn how to update your choices in relation to these tools.
Our website includes widgets. Widgets are interactive mini-programs that run on our site to provide specific services from other companies. Examples
include displays of news, opinions, videos, and more. Personal information, such as your email address, may be collected through widgets. Widgets may also
set cookies to enable them to function properly. Information collected by a widget is governed by the privacy policy of the company that created the widget.
Some web browsers may give you the ability to enable a “do not track” feature that sends signals to the websites you visit, indicating that you do not want
your online activities tracked. This is different from blocking or deleting cookies, as browsers with a “do not track” feature enabled may still accept cookies.

12.4. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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No industry standard currently exists on how companies should respond to “do not track” signals, although one may develop in the future. MATRIXCHANGE
websites do not currently recognise and respond to “do not track” signals. If we do in the future, we will describe how in this Privacy Statement.
We partner with third parties to display advertising on our website or to manage our advertising on other sites. Our third-party partners may use cookies or
similar technologies in order to provide you with advertising based on your browsing activities and interests. You may opt out of this advertising.
How to opt out of interest-based advertising:
If you are located in the European Union
• If you are located in all other parts of the world Note: Generic, non-personalised ads will continue to be displayed support@matrixchange.eu
Linked Websites
We may provide links to other third-party websites and services that are outside our control and not covered by this Privacy Statement. We encourage you to
review the privacy statements posted on those websites (and all websites) you visit.
Forums and Chat Rooms
If you participate in a discussion forum, local communities, or chat room on a MATRIXCHANGE website, you should be aware that the information you
provide there (i.e. your public profile) will be made broadly available to others, and could be used to contact you, send you unsolicited messages, or for
purposes neither MATRIXCHANGE nor you have control over.

Also, please recognise that individual forums and chat rooms may have additional rules and conditions. MATRIXCHANGE is not responsible for the personal
information or any other information you choose to submit in these forums.
To request removal of your personal information from our blog or community forum, contact us: at support@matrixchange.eu In some cases, we may not be
able to remove your personal information, in which case we will let you know if we are unable to do so and why.

12.5. GDPR & Privacy Policy
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Children’s Privacy
MATRIXCHANGE encourages parents and guardians to take an active role in their children’s online activities. MATRIXCHANGE does not knowingly collect
personal information from children without appropriate parental or guardian consent.
If you believe that we may have collected personal information from someone under the applicable age of consent in your country without proper consent,
please let us know using the methods described in the Contact Us section and we will take appropriate measures to investigate and address the issue
promptly.
Consent to Transfer, Processing and Storage of Personal Information
As Matrixchain is a global organisation, we may transfer your personal information to MATRIXCHANGE in United Kingdom and Estonia, to any
MATRIXCHANGE subsidiary worldwide, or to third parties and business partners as described above that are located in various countries around the world. By
using our websites and Solutions or providing any personal information to us, where applicable law permits, you consent to the transfer, processing, and
storage of such information outside of your country of residence where data protection standards may be different.
MATRIXCHANGE safeguards and enables the global transfer of personal information in a number of ways:
EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shields
MATRIXCHANGE participates in and has certified its compliance with the EU-U.S. and Swiss-US Privacy Shield Frameworks and Principles as set forth by the
US Department of Commerce regarding the collection, use, and retention of personal information transferred from the European Union (EU) and Switzerland,
respectively. MATRIXCHANGE is committed to subjecting all personal data received from European Union (EU) member countries and Switzerland, in reliance
on the EU-US and Swiss-US Privacy Shield Frameworks, to the Frameworks’ applicable Principles.
If there is any conflict between the terms in this Policy and the Privacy Shield Principles, the Privacy Shield Principles shall govern. To learn more about these
Privacy Shield Frameworks, visit the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Privacy Shield site.

12.6. GDPR & Privacy Policy
MATRIXCHANGE is responsible for the processing of personal data it receives, under these Privacy Shield Frameworks, and subsequently transfers to a third
party acting as an agent on its behalf. MATRIXCHANGE complies with the Privacy Shield Principles for all onward transfers of personal data from the EU and
Switzerland, including the onward transfer liability provisions. In certain situations, MATRIXCHANGE may be required to disclose personal data in response to
lawful requests by public authorities, including to meet national security or law enforcement requirements. With respect to personal data received or
transferred pursuant to these Privacy Shield Frameworks, MATRIXCHANGE is subject to the regulatory enforcement powers of the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission.
EU Binding Corporate Rules – Controller
MATRIXCHANGE’sglobal privacy program and policies have been approved by the relevant European privacy regulators as providing adequate safeguards for
the protection of privacy, fundamental rights, and freedoms of individuals for transfers of personal information protected under European law.
MATRIXCHANGE’sBinding Corporate Rules – Controller (BCR-C) provide that transfers made by MATRIXCHANGE worldwide of European personal information
benefit from adequate safeguards. If you have an unresolved privacy concern related to personal data processed or transferred by MATRIXCHANGE pursuant
to the CBPRs and/or Privacy Shield that MATRIXCHANGE has not addressed satisfactorily, please contact (free of charge) our U.S.-based third party dispute
resolution provider. Under certain conditions more fully described on the Privacy Shield website, you may be entitled to invoke binding arbitration when
other dispute resolution procedures have been exhausted.
How to Contact Us
We value your opinions. Should you have questions or comments related to this Privacy Statement, please email our privacy team at
support@Matrixchange.eu
Updates to this MATRIXCHANGE Privacy Statement
We may update this Privacy Statement from time to time. If we modify our Privacy Statement, we will post the revised version here, with an updated revision
date. You agree to visit these pages periodically to be aware of and review any such revisions. If we make material changes to our Privacy Statement, we may
also notify you by other means prior to the changes taking effect, such as by posting a notice on our websites or sending you a notification. By continuing to
use our website after such revisions are in effect, you accept and agree to the revisions and to abide by them.
The MATRIXCHANGE Privacy Statement was revised and posted as of 01.06.2022
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